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Abstract 

Background 

Rural dwellers with colorectal cancer have poorer outcomes than their urban counterparts. The reasons why 

are not known but are likely to be complex and be determined by an interplay between geography and health 

service organization. By comparing the associations related to travel-time to primary and secondary 

healthcare facilities in two neighbouring countries, Denmark and Scotland, we aimed to shed light on 

potential mechanisms. 

Methods 

Analysis was based on two comprehensive cohorts of patients diagnosed with colorectal cancer in Denmark 

(2010-16) and Scotland (2007-14). Associations between travel-time and cancer pathway intervals, tumour 

stage at diagnosis and one-year mortality were analysed using generalised linear models. Travel-time was 

modelled using restricted cubic splines for each country and combined. Adjustments were made for key 

confounders. 

Results 

Travel-time to key healthcare facilities influenced the diagnostic experience and outcomes of CRC patients 

from Scotland and Denmark to some extent differently. The longest travel-times to a specialised hospital 

appeared to afford the most rapid secondary care interval, whereas moderate travel-times to hospital (about 

20-60 minutes) appeared to impact on later stage and greater one-year mortality in Scotland, but not in 

Denmark. A U-shaped association was seen between travel-time to the GP and one year-mortality.  

Conclusions 

This is the first international data-linkage study to explore how different national geographies and health 

service structures may determine cancer outcomes. Future research should compare more countries and 

more cancer sites and evaluate the impact and implications of differences in national health service 

organisation. 

Keywords: Colorectal Neoplasms; Travel; Diagnosis; Primary Health Care; Time-to-Treatment; Neoplasm 

Staging; Mortality   
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Introduction 

Throughout the developed world rural-dwellers diagnosed with cancer have higher mortality than urban 

counterparts, but underlying mechanisms are poorly understood.[1,2] This is intriguing, since rurality and 

health service organization differ markedly between countries.[1] Several explanatory mechanisms for 

poorer rural cancer survival have been proposed, at the levels of patient and practitioner behaviour; service 

organization, and wider health policy.[2] Studies exploring travel burden, an obvious aspect of rurality, and 

cancer outcomes vary in findings between countries, suggesting mechanisms could operate differently 

between countries and cancer sites.[1,3-8]  

In Europe the impact of travel burden on colorectal cancer (CRC) diagnosis and survival has received 

particular attention.[9-12] This includes Denmark and the UK where CRC survival has historically lagged 

behind other developed nations, prompting effective health service changes.[13-15] 

Studies with CRC patients diagnosed in Northeast Scotland between 1997 and 1998 found rural patients and 

those travelling furthest to their general practitioner (GP) were more likely to have alarm symptoms and 

advanced stage at diagnosis, more likely to experience difficulties in accessing health services, but also more 

likely to survive for at least three years.[4,9,16] In England, routes to diagnosis of CRC have been linked to 

travel burden with higher likelihood of emergency presentation and lower rates of urgent referral and screen-

detection among patients with more than 30 minutes’ travel to their GP.[Murage et al, 2018] In Denmark, 

increased travelling distance to hospital was associated with later stage at diagnosis for rectal but not colon 

cancer.[17]  

Considered in the context of geography and health service organization, these studies suggest geography 

could impact rural CRC patients and pathways to diagnosis differently in different countries. This study aimed 

to compare Denmark vs Scotland in the association between travel burden to healthcare, CRC pathway 

intervals, tumor stage at diagnosis and mortality. 
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Methods 

Study design and population 

Cohort study of individuals diagnosed with CRC (ICD-10 code: C18-C20) from 2010 onwards and recorded in 

national cancer registers of Denmark and Scotland.  

 

Setting 

Scotland and Denmark are neighbouring Northern European Countries sharing similar latitude and similarly 

age-structured populations of 5.5 and 5.8 million respectively.[18,19] Scotland’s population is more 

dispersed giving relative population densities of 69 people km2 in Scotland compared to 138 people km2 in 

Denmark.[19] This reflects classifications placing 17% of Scots as rural compared to 12% of Danes.[20,21] 

Denmark has higher GDP than Scotland, with a correspondingly higher per capita healthcare spend.[22,23] 

Both countries have primary care-led healthcare systems where GPs are usually first contact point for 

symptomatic patients and gatekeepers to secondary care, although have diverged in cancer referral 

pathways in recent years.[3,24] Both countries have current CRC screening programmes for 50-74 year olds, 

national rollout occurring in Scotland in 2009 and Denmark in 2014.[25,26]  

 

Data sources 

Colorectal cancer data - Scotland 

The NASCAR cohort has been fully described.[3] Briefly, cancer patients diagnosed in North Scotland 

(approximately 11% of Scotland’s population) between 2007 and 2014 were identified using the NHS 

Grampian Cancer Care Pathway database collecting data from several sources to form a complete record of 

individual cancer cases from GP referral onward.[3]. Further linkages were made to the Scottish Cancer 

Registry (SMR06) to provide further details of individuals’ cancers, Scottish Hospital Episode databases 

(SMR00 and SMR01) and the National Records of Scotland Death Registry.[27-29] For this study 1,184 

patients from 112 GP practices diagnosed with CRC between 2010 and 2014 were included. 
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Colorectal cancer data -Denmark 

CRC patients were identified through the Danish National Patient Registry,[30] and included for  the Danish 

Cancer in Primary Care (CAP) Cohorts in 2010 and 2016, if the following criteria were fulfilled : >=18 years of 

age at CRC diagnosis, registered with a GP and eligible for research contact. Diagnosis date and tumour stage 

was obtained from the Danish Cancer Registry and date of death from the Danish Register of Causes of 

Death.[31,32] Eligible patients were sent a questionnaire asking about the pathway followed to cancer 

diagnosis. Overall patient response rate was 61%. GPs of included patients were sent a questionnaire about 

their view of the diagnostic process.[33] GPs of patients who died shortly after diagnosis were also sent a 

questionnaire. Overall GP response rate was 76%. In total 4,714 CRC patients were included. 

 

Main variables 

Exposure: burden of travel expressed as travel-times 

Fastest travel-times (in minutes) from home to GP and hospital were calculated using postcodes (in Scotland) 

and street addresses (in Denmark) and using the Network Analyst extension in ArcGIS V10.2 (ESRI: 

Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA, USA).  

 

Outcomes 

Time intervals 

Two time intervals along cancer diagnostic pathways were analysed: Secondary care interval (SCI) which is 

time in days between GP referral and cancer diagnosis, and Treatment Interval (TI) the time in days between 

cancer diagnosis and commencement of treatment. In Scotland, this was based on dates recorded within 

NASCAR and in Denmark, diagnosis date was obtained from the National Patient Register and remaining 

dates were obtained from GPs unless missing when patient assigned dates were used.  
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Tumour stage 

Tumour stage was obtained from Danish and Scottish Cancer Registries and categorised as local or 

progressed (regional and distant stage).[27,31] Definitions were based on.  TNM staging criteria.[34]  

 

One-year mortality 

Information on one-year all-cause mortality was obtained from national death registries in Denmark and 

Scotland.[29,32] One-year mortality was calculated from diagnosis date until date of death from any cause 

and classified as a binary variable (alive and dead).  

 

Covariates of interest 

Potential confounders included age category, sex, and Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI).[35] CCI was 

calculated using ICD-10 codes associated to outpatient attendances and inpatient admissions for 10 years 

preceding cancer diagnosis.[30]  

 

Statistical analysis 

Distribution of independent and dependent variables was tabulated by country. Differences between 

Denmark and Scotland were assessed using non-parametric statistics. Association between travel-time and 

time intervals was analysed using generalised linear models (GLM) using the Gamma distribution to adjust 

for right-skewed data and results presented as differences in days. Analysis of SCI considered the association 

with travel-times to both hospital and GP whereas analysis of TI considered only travel-time to hospital. This 

was because it seemed plausible that a patient’s travel-time to their GP could have some influence on how 

long it took secondary care to deal with the referral, whereas it seemed unlikely that travel-time to their GP 

would influence how long it took for treatment to start once a cancer diagnosis had been established.  

The association between travel-time and tumour stage at diagnosis was analysed using logistic regression 

with odds for more advanced disease as the outcome. The association between travel-time and one-year 
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mortality was analysed using a Poisson regression model with a robust variance estimator, and the outcome 

assessed as the one-year mortality ratio (expressed as Prevalence Rate Ratio (PRR)), specifying time at risk 

and adjusting for time since diagnosis (grouped in three categories: 1-4,5-8,9-12 months to accommodate 

three groups of 4-months’ time length for the purposes of the Poisson model). Travel-time was modelled 

using restricted cubic splines with three knots according to Harrell’s recommended percentiles and displayed 

graphically for each country combined with relevant estimates and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI).[36] All 

graphs are presented adjusted for sex, age-groups, CCI and combined graphs were adjusted for country as 

well. For all models, an analysis with an interaction term was used to test if country and travel-time interacted 

with the outcome and a Wald test was conducted to assess the overall shape of association in each spline 

model. 

 

To avoid outliers in the spine models, the 2.5% patients with the longest travel-time were excluded. This 

entailed that in the analysis on travel-time to the GP, patient with longer than 24 minutes to the GP were 

excluded (n=141) and in the analysis on travel-time to the hospital, patients with longer than 110 minutes to 

the hospital were excluded (n=146). In all analysis on travel-time to the GP, the reference point was set at 5 

minutes whereas the reference for travel-time to the hospital was set at 15 minutes. All statistical analysis 

was conducted using Stata 16.1.  

 

Results 

In total 5,898 patients were included, 1,184 from Scotland and 4,714 from Denmark. Table 1 presents 

characteristics of CRC patients stratified by country. The Scottish cohort had a higher proportion of older 

patients, a higher proportion of local stage at diagnosis, higher mortality within one year of diagnosis, and 

longer travel-times to hospital of treatment than CRC patients in Denmark. Median SCI was 34 days in both 
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countries (Interquartile Interval (IQI) Scotland 7-53 days versus Denmark 22-55 days). The median TI (IQI) 

was 64 (29-102) days in Scotland and 13 (3-23) days in Denmark. 

Secondary care interval (SCI) and treatment interval (TI) 

There was no association between travel-time to the GP and SCI. Increased travel-time to the hospital was 

associated with shorter SCI (p-value <0.001) (Figure 1, Table 2). For example, patients with 40 minutes to the 

hospital had 5.91 days shorter SCI than patients with 15 minutes to the hospital (95% CI 2.94-8.87). Test for 

interaction indicated that the association between travel-time to hospital and the SCI differed statistically 

significantly between Scotland and Denmark (p=0.046) (Table 2). 

Country and travel-time to the hospital interacted in the association with TI (p-value<0.001) (Table 2). For 

Denmark, there was no association between travel-time to the hospital and TI (p-value=0.976, Table 2). For 

Scotland, increased travel-time to the hospital was associated with decreased TI (p-value=0.015, Table 2), 

e.g. Scottish patients with 60 minutes to the hospital had 8.77 days shorter TI (95% CI 2.16-15.38) than 

patients with 15 minutes to the hospital (Figure 2).  

 

Tumour stage 

Travel-time to GPs was not associated with more advanced tumour stage (Figure 3, Table 2) and no 

interaction was found by country (p-value=0.284). No association was observed between travel-time to 

hospital and tumour stage among Danish patients. A significant reverse U-shape appeared among Scottish 

patients with increasing odds of advanced stage up to a travel-time of 40 minutes to the hospital hereafter 

the odds decreased compared with a travel-time of 15 minutes (p-value=0.008, Table 2)(Figure 3). However, 

country did not interact significantly in the association between travel-time to hospital and stage (p-

value=0.088, Table 2). 
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Mortality 

A U-shaped association was observed between travel-time to the GP and one-year mortality in Scotland 

(p<0.001) and the same tendency was seen for Denmark, yet not statistically significant (p-value=0.491). 

When combining data, the model was overall significant (p-value=0.002, Table 2) and patients with, for 

example, 20 minutes to the GP had 1.39 times higher one-year mortality than patients with 5 minutes to the 

GP (PRR=1.39, 95% CI 1.02-1.89) (Figure 4).  

Travel-time to hospital and country interacted in the association with one-year mortality (p-value=0.010, 

Table 2). Among Scottish patients, the association appeared to be a reversed U-shape between travel-time 

to hospital and the one-year mortality with the highest one-year mortality among patients living between 

32-39 minutes from hospital compared to patients within 15 minutes (p-value: 0.027). In Denmark, increased 

travel-time to hospital decreased one-year mortality rates up to 60 minutes hereafter the curve flattened (p-

value<0.001). 

 

Discussion 

Summary of main findings 

Notable differences were observed between Scotland and Denmark. TI in Scotland was longer than for 

Denmark and TI decreased with increasing travel-time in Scotland, but not Denmark. Also in Denmark, travel-

time to hospital was not associated with stage, whereas Scottish data demonstrated a reverse U-shape 

relationship with odds of more advanced stage and one-year mortality increasing up to 40 minutes travel-

time before decreasing again.  

 

There were also similarities between countries. In Denmark and Scotland, SCI reduced as patients’ travel-

time to hospital increased. Also, in both countries there was an apparent U-shaped association with travel-

time to the GP and mortality, with mortality increasing either side of 5 minutes travel-time to the GP. Overall, 
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our findings suggest that national health organization causes travel-time to associated differently with CRC 

outcomes in the two countries. 

 

Strengths and limitations 

Two comparable high-quality datasets from two countries at the forefront of healthcare data science were 

used and linked using latest techniques.[37,38] The authors collaborated continuously to ensure data 

completeness and that corresponding variables and definitions were used. Both datasets used the latest 

geographical information system (ArcGIS®) to calculate accurate travel-times. Further, restricted cubic 

splines were employed enabling travel-time to be analysed as a continuous variable, allowing a flexible 

relationship between exposure and outcome.  

 

Some limitations are acknowledged. Travel-times were calculated based on private transport which may 

underrepresent travel burden for public or ambulance transport. Further, travel-time calculations are not yet 

sufficiently sophisticated to account for variables such as traffic volume and road conditions. Dates were all 

GP-derived in Scotland whereas in Denmark dates were provided by patients when missing in the GP data, 

although this is supported.[39] In Scotland travelling distances were calculated based on population-

weighted datazone centroids (derived from postcodes) compared to actual street addresses in Denmark. It 

is, therefore possible, that this could have led to over and underestimates of true travelling times in larger 

rural datazones in the Scottish data.[40] Our analysis could also be affected by differences in the way cancer 

data is recorded between countries.[15] As with all similar studies residual confounding could occur.  

 

Context with other literature 

In both countries one-year mortality increased for CRC patients living more than 20 minutes from their GP. 

This accords with a previous study from Northern England of 117,097 people diagnosed with cancer 1994-

2002 where longer travel-times to the GP made later stage breast and colorectal cancer at diagnosis more 
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likely. Patients with the longest journeys to their GP are likely to be the most remote from healthcare 

resources in any country, and risk poorer healthcare outcomes generally.[41] Also, rural GPs perceive specific 

access difficulties for patients with suspected cancer. Previous research found longer distance to hospital 

meant GPs were more likely to adopt “a wait and see approach” and be dissatisfied with referral processes 

and delay.[8] Similarly, rural GPs in Scotland were more likely to state their patients’ diagnosis had been 

delayed.[42] A study among GPs from 20 European countries also found rural GPs believed patients with 

potential cancer symptoms received less timely investigation.[43] Conversely, other studies in CRC patients 

have not shown associations between travel-time to the GP and more advanced stage at diagnosis or poorer 

survival.[3,4,17] Taken together, it is possible that poorer shorter-term prognosis (up to one-year) reflects a 

slower response to complications and other acute effects of treatment for the most remote patients. If rural 

cancer patients survive past one year they may then benefit from a healthier rural environment.[44,45] 

Detailed research comparing how and when rural and urban colorectal cancer patients die should follow. 

 

Secondly, there were clear contrasts between the two datasets in the strength of associations between 

travel-time to hospital, stage at diagnosis and one-year mortality, with travel burden apparently mattering 

more in Scotland. Increased travel-time to hospital showed reverse U-shaped associations with later stage at 

diagnosis and increased mortality up to a threshold of approximately one-hour before beginning to decline 

again, with better outcomes for the most remote patients. These trends were not reflected in the Danish 

data and are more comparable to a recent study from Northern Sweden where no association between 

travel-time and colorectal cancer survival despite longer travel-time was found.[12] The fact that Sweden has 

a more dispersed population than both North Scotland and Denmark further illustrates the very complex 

nature of how national geography, mediated by national health service structure, may influence patient 

outcomes from CRC.  
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Third, the prognosis threshold demonstrated in Scottish data may reflect how health care systems respond 

differently to geographical challenges. Geographical distance as a barrier to equitable secondary care is well 

recognized, in terms of sustaining small rural hospitals and poorer access to specialised care.[46-48] A 

previous Scottish study found hospital admission rates are lower among rural cancer patients.[49] The 

prognosis threshold effect in the Scottish data here is perplexing since longer travel-time is also clearly 

associated with shorter TIs. It might be, therefore, that the most remote patients have investigation, 

diagnosis and treatment completed in a shorter interval, perhaps during a single hospital admission, to 

compensate for greater travel burden. The original NASCAR analysis supports this, finding that island-

dwelling patients often received diagnosis and treatment on the same day.[3] 

 

Fourth, and arguably, pathway intervals were most sensitive to differences in national health service 

organization. Danish data were collected following implementation of Cancer Patient Pathways for CRC 

patients regarding treatment interval to support early cancer diagnosis. This included rapid referral pathways 

for patients with suggestive combinations of non-alarm symptoms and early cancer diagnostic centres 

(ECDCs), which are one-stop medical units with comprehensive investigative facilities and easy access to a 

range of relevant specialists.[24]. In Scotland, data were collected at a time when urgent referral for 

suspected colorectal cancer was only mandated in the presence of a definite “alarm symptom.”[50] From the 

Scottish perspective therefore, it is reassuring to note that the secondary care interval (time from GP referral 

to diagnosis) was not significantly different between the two datasets. On the other hand, the treatment 

interval (time from diagnosis to commencement of treatment) was significantly longer in Scotland (median 

64 vs 13 days) which has been noted before in data from the International Cancer Benchmarking 

Partnership.[51]  

 

In the current data, and in terms of pathway intervals, travel-time to the GP does not appear to be associated 

with pathway length. However, longer travel-times to the hospital appear to shorten the secondary interval 
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in both countries, although more dramatically in Denmark, and shorten the treatment interval, more 

dramatically in Scotland than Denmark. Notably, previous analysis of the CAP cohort suggested that after the 

introduction of Cancer Patient Pathways in Denmark, the association of longer diagnostic intervals for those 

living farthest away was less pronounced.[8] It will therefore be interesting to repeat a similar analysis once 

ECDCs and pathways for non-alarming symptoms have also been introduced to Scotland.[52] 

 

Conclusion and implications 

In summary, travel-time to key healthcare facilities influences the diagnostic experience and outcomes of 

CRC patients from Scotland and Denmark differently. The longest assessed travel-times to hospital are 

associated with quicker treatment and lower mortality in both countries, whereas moderate travel-times to 

hospital (about 20-60 minutes) increase later stage diagnosis and one-year mortality in Scotland, but not in 

Denmark. Clinically, it may be that the most distant patients in both countries are protected, perhaps by 

diagnosis and treatment occurring at simultaneously to prevent repeated long journeys. However, it would 

appear that those with moderate travelling times (most likely suburban-dwellers) are better served in 

Denmark than Scotland, perhaps as a result of ECDCs and urgent pathways for non-specific symptoms. It 

seems plausible, therefore, that our results truly reflect different national topography and health service 

structure. Future research should seek to extend these methods to compare more countries and cancer sites. 

More insight into specific mechanisms may also arise from timing analyses round significant national health 

service re-organizations such as the imminent introduction of ECDCs in Scotland. 
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Tables and Figures 

 Table 1: Distribution of patient characteristics, tumour stage, 1-year mortality, distance and time intervals 

according to Scotland, Denmark and in total (n=5,898, numbers vary due to missing data). 

 Scotland Denmark Total P-value* 

 n (%) n (%) n (%)  

Total 1,184  (20.2) 4,714  (79.9) 5,898 (100)  
Age groups (years)       0.02 
   0-49 61  (5.2) 229  (4.9) 290 (4.9)  
  50-59 163 (13.8) 587  (12.5) 750 (12.7)  
   60-69 303  (25.6) 1,335  (28.3) 1,638 (27.8)  
   70-79 368  (31.1) 1,580  (33.5) 1,948 (33.0)  
   >=80 289 (24.4) 983  (20.9) 1,272 (21.6)  
Sex       0.47 
   Male 621 (54.0) 2,601  (55.2) 3,225 (55.0)  
   Female 526  (45.7) 2,113 (44.8) 2,642 (45.0)  
Tumor stage       <0.01 
   Local 492 (52.0) 1,649 (43.8) 2,141 (45.4)  
   Regional/distant 454  (48.0) 2,116  (56.2) 2,570 (54.6)  
One year survival       <0.01 
   Alive 918  (77.5) 3,868  (82.1) 4,786 (81.1)  
   Dead 266 (22.5) 846  (17.9) 1,112 (18.9)  
Charlsons Comorbidity Index      0.10 
   0 785 (66.3) 3,009 (60.7) 2,925 (50.9)  
   1-2 205 (17.3) 891 (19.5) 841 (14.6)  
   >2 194 (16.4) 663  (14.5) 1,981 (34.5)  
Minutes to GP**       0.18 
  Up to 2 min. 306 (25.8) 1,104 (24.6) 1,410 (24.9)  
   >2-4 min. 294 (24.8) 1,128 (25.1) 1,422 (25.1)  
   >4-8 min. 316 (26.7) 1,099 (24.5) 1,415 (24.9)  
   >8-13 min. 162 (13.7) 688 (15.3) 850 (15.0)  
   >13 min. 106 (9.0) 471 (10.5) 577 (10.2)  
Minutes to hospital**       <0.01 
Up to 9 min. 241 (20.4) 1,217 (26.1) 1,458 (24.9)  
   >9-21 min. 262 (22.1) 1,196 (25.6) 1,458 (24.9)  
   >21-41 min. 194 (16.4) 1,263 (27.1) 1,457 (24.9)  
   >41-67 min. 208 (17.6) 666 (14.3) 874 (14.9)  
   >67 min. 279 (23.6) 325 (7.0) 604 (10.3)  

Continuous variables Median (IQI) Median (IQI) Median (IQI) P-value *** 

Minutes to GP**** 
4 (2-8) 4 (2-8) 4 (2-8) 

0.23 

Minutes to hospital**** 
29 (10-66) 20 (9-38) 21 (9-41) 

<0.01 

Secondary care interval (days) 
34 (7-53) 34 (22-55) 34 (19-54) 

<0.01 

Treatment interval (days) 
64 (29-102) 13 (3-23) 18 (6-42) 

<0.01 

*Pearson’s chi-squared test 

**Categorised using cut at the 25%,50%,75% and 90% percentile 

*** Mann-Whitney rank sum for differences in ranks  

**** Rounded to nearest minute 

Abbreviations: IQI=interquartile interval 
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Table 2. Significance tests for overall shape of association and interaction between country and travel-time 

Travel-time to: Outcome Test for overall shape of association, 
p-value 

Test for interaction between country 
and travel-time, p-value 

  Scotland Denmark Combined 

GP Secondary care interval 0.175 0.936 0.471 0.161 
Hospital Secondary care interval 0.051 0.006 <0.001 0.046 
      
Hospital Treatment interval 0.015 0.976 0.899 0.001 
      
GP Tumour stage 0.262 0.996 0.756 0.284 
Hospital Tumour stage 0.008 0.569 0.913 0.088 
      
GP 1-year mortality <0.001 0.491 0.002 0.027 
Hospital 1-year mortality 0.027 <0.001 0.002 0.010 
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Figure 1. The secondary care interval (in days) as a function of travel-times (minutes) to the GP and to the 

hospital  

 
Adjusted for: sex, age and CCI 

Legends:  

The solid graph indicates the estimated differences in days and the dashed line represents the 95% CI. 

The horizontal line indicates the chosen reference point (5 minutes for travel-time to the GP and 15 minutes for travel-time to the 

hospital)  
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Figure 2. The treatment interval (in days) as a function of travel-times (minutes) to the GP and to the 

hospital  
 

 
Adjusted for: sex, age and CCI 

Legends:  

The solid graph indicates the estimated differences in days and the dashed line represents the 95% CI. 

The horizontal line indicates the chosen reference point (5 minutes for travel-time to the GP and 15 minutes for travel-time to the 

hospital)  
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Figure 3. The odds of having advanced tumour stage at diagnosis as a function of travel-times (minutes) to 

the GP and to the hospital  
 

 

 

 
Adjusted for: sex, age and CCI 

Legends:  

The solid graph indicates the estimated odds ratios and the dashed line represents the 95% CI. 

The horizontal line indicates the chosen reference point (5 minutes for travel-time to the GP and 15 minutes for travel-time to the 

hospital)  

Abbreviations: OR=odds ratio 
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Figure 4. One-year mortality as a function of travel-times (minutes) to the GP and to the hospital  
 

 
Adjusted for: sex, age and CCI 

Legends:  

The solid graph indicates the estimated one-year mortality ratios and the dashed line represents the 95% CI. 

The horizontal line indicates the chosen reference point (5 minutes for travel-time to the GP and 15 minutes for travel-time to the 

hospital)  

 

 

 


